Background {#Sec1}
==========

Simple sequence repeats (SSRs), otherwise known as short tandem repeats (STRs) or microsatellites, are abundant and broadly distributed in eukaryotic and prokaryotic genomes. The length of an SSR shows extensive intra- and interspecific variation, primarily because of high rates of DNA replication error within SSRs \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. Hence, SSRs are widely used for designing PCR-based markers that can be very useful for population genetic characterizations, genome mapping, and such applications as tagging trait-associated genes during marker-assisted selection \[[@CR4]\]. The genomic quantity and distribution of SSRs differs between dicot and monocot plants \[[@CR5]\]. Analyses of SSR distribution revealed that di-nucleotide repeats are more common than tri-nucleotide repeats in dicots, and the most frequent motifs are AT and ATT/AAT \[[@CR6]\]. In monocot grass genomes, the most abundant motif is GA/TC, the A/T monomer and then the GCG/CGC trimer \[[@CR7]\]. Recent analyses found that the SSR abundance increases linearly with genome size in fully assembled grass genomes \[[@CR7]\]. Most SSRs are in intergenic regions and in 5'-UTRs \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. Characterization of the SSRs across an entire genome provides the foundation for comprehensive SSR marker development. In fact, genome-wide SSR markers have been designed for several plant species after their genome sequences were released, including in rice \[[@CR8]\], soybean \[[@CR9]\], *Brachypodium* \[[@CR10]\], maize \[[@CR11]\], foxtail millet \[[@CR12]\], *Brassica* \[[@CR13]\] and cotton \[[@CR14]\].

*Nicotiana*, a member of the *Solanaceae* family, is one of the most important research model plants and is of high agricultural value worldwide \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\]. Species in the genus *Nicotiana* have large genome sizes, averaging \~ 2.5 Gb for diploids and \~ 4.5 Gb for tetraploids, which made it challenging to sequence whole genomes \[[@CR17]\]. With recent advances in next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, extensive genome sequence assemblies were generated for seven *Nicotiana* species or varieties and made available to the public \[[@CR17]\]. These sequences are derived from the diploids *N. otophora* (*N. oto*), *N. sylvestris* (*N. syl*) and *N. tomentosiformis* (*N. tom*) and from four allotetraploids, namely *N. benthamiana* (*N. ben*) and three major commercial varieties of *N. tabacum* (*N. tab*): TN90, K326, and BX \[[@CR18]--[@CR21]\]. The *N. syl* and *N. tom* lineages diverged about 15 million years ago \[[@CR22]\]. As confirmed by genomic sequences \[[@CR20]\], *N. syl* and *N. tom* are the ancestors of *N. tab*. An interspecific hybridization between *N. syl* and *N. tom* formed *N. Tab.* 0.2 million ago \[[@CR23]\]. The three *N. tab* varieties are nearly identical \[[@CR20]\]. *N. ben* is a tetraploid (38 chromosomes) that formed \~ 10 million years ago so it is far distinct from tetraploid *N. Tab* (48 chromosomes) \[[@CR17]--[@CR21]\]. Although these genomic sequences are only assembled into contigs and scaffolds, they are sufficiently long in genic regions to allow characterization of SSRs at a whole-genome scale.

Genetic markers have been used in many types of biological research, including the construction of genetic maps, population genotyping, phylogenetics, genome comparisons, gene mapping, quantitative trait loci analysis and marker-assisted breeding \[[@CR4], [@CR20], [@CR24], [@CR25]\]. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and SSR markers are the two types of genetic markers most commonly employed nowadays \[[@CR24]\]. The most reported markers in *Nicotiana* currently are SSR markers. Two sets of SSR markers, 5119 named PT markers and 4886 named TM or TME markers, were designed from *N. tab* partial genomic DNA or EST sequences by Bindler and colleagues, and by Tong and coworkers, respectively \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\]. Of those SSR markers, 2318 PT SSR markers were anchored in 24 linkage groups of a genetic map of tetraploid *N. tab* \[[@CR27]\], while 590 SSR markers were placed in another *N. tab* genetic map \[[@CR26]\]. In addition, markers were developed and used for the diploid *N. tom* map, involving 489 SSRs and conserved ortholog set II (COS II) markers. The COS II markers are gene sequences of a small number of orthologous loci across the investigated species \[[@CR28]\]. Similarly the genetic map of the diploid *N. acuminata* contains a mixture of 308 SSRs and COS II markers \[[@CR28]\]. Some of the SSR markers used in the diploid genetic maps are redundant with some of the PT markers.

For the species of *Nicotiana,* all with large genomes, the currently available markers represent only a small part of all possible SSR loci, and these may not be sufficient for some marker-based applications. In addition, most reported SSR markers were developed for one or two particular species or varieties only. Hence, the development of a whole-genome set of SSR markers across multiple species of *Nicotiana* genus is warranted. One complicating issue is that many *Nicotiana* species are polyploid, which can make it difficult to associate any given set of allelic polymorphisms with a particular homoeologous genome. Therefore, the study of markers in multiple genomes of *Nicotiana* will be most helpful if it provides exact allele information. Cross-species marker transferability has also proven to be an important issue during marker development in multiple plant lineages \[[@CR29]\]. With the availability of multiple genome sequences of *Nicotiana* species, analysis of both the homoeology and transferability of SSRs markers among species is more feasible, as previously shown \[[@CR28]\].

So far, genome-wide SSR distribution has not been well investigated across *Nicotiana* species. Our study discovered and characterized a comprehensive set of SSRs in silico in seven sequenced *Nicotiana* genomes mentioned above. We used our novel software package called GMATA® \[[@CR7]\] to facilitate comparative SSR analyses of these large *Nicotiana* genomes, and also developed an efficient protocol for SSR marker development that can be employed across any genome. The discovered *Nicotiana* SSRs and developed SSR markers were used to investigate marker polymorphism in these seven species. We also developed an online database called the Tobacco Markers & Primers Database (TMPD) to facilitate the use of the SSR information and markers.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Distributions of SSR types, lengths and locations in *Nicotiana* genomes {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

We analyzed perfect repeated SSRs with repeat unit length between 1 and 10 bp across seven publicly available *Nicotiana* genome sequences, including three diploids and four tetraploids species. The sequences used in this study total \~ 20 Gb, and are from *N. ben*, *N. syl*, *N. tom*, and *N. oto*, and from *N. tab* cultivars TN90, K326, and BX. These sequences represent a respective \~ 74%, \~ 80%, \~ 78%, \~ 81%, \~ 84%, and \~ 73% of each of the genomes, and are primarily deficient in the highly repetitive regions such as nested transposon blocks that tend to be poor (\< 1%) in SSRs \[[@CR14], [@CR30], [@CR31]\]. We identified 3010,76 such SSR loci in these seven *Nicotiana* genomes using the software GMATA \[[@CR7]\]. The average density of SSRs in the DNA sequence is \~ 155 SSRs/Mb, or one SSR for every \~ 6 kb (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The properties of SSR occurrence, relative frequency and distribution of each type in these *Nicotiana* genomes were compared in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1.Table 1Comparison of SSR distribution in seven *Nicotiana* accessions*N. benN. sylN. tomN. otoN. tab* TN90*N. Tab* K326*N. Tab* BXAverageSSR loci380,475267,834230,563327,525435,617430,969410,049354,719Loci distance (kb)6.88.37.37.68.38.48.77.9Density (SSRs/Mb)146120137132120120115127Genome assembly size (Gb)2.62.21.72.53.63.63.62.8

The types of repeated units in all identified SSRs were characterized. Mono-, di- and tri-nucleotide repeats are the major types of SSRs, accounting for \> 98% (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Di-nucleotide repeats are the most frequent SSR type in *Nicotiana*, with a frequency of 61--65% (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Both mono- and tri-nucleotide repeats account for 10--20%, and tetra-nucleotide SSRs comprise about 0.9--1.7% (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The remaining SSR types, from penta-nucleotide to deca-nucleotide, together provide less than 1% of the total SSRs in all investigated *Nicotiana* genomes. However, given these large data sets, this \< 1% provides 11,009 long-unit SSR loci that we have discovered in *Nicotiana*. Interestingly, deca-nucleotide SSRs were detected in all investigated *Nicotiana* except *N. tom*. Comparison across seven genomes revealed that six of seven *Nicotiana* genomes have the same abundance rank of di-, mono-, tri- and tetra-nucleotide SSRs while *N. ben* has the order of di-, tri-, mono-, and tetra-nucleotide. The remaining SSR types exhibit different ranks in each species (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1).Fig. 1Frequency distributions of different types of SSR repeat units in *Nicotiana* genomes. *N. ben, N. syl, N. tom, N. oto, N. tab* TN90, K326 and BX represent *N. benthamiana*, *N. sylvestris*, *N. tomentosiformis*, *N. otophora*, *N. tabacum* TN90, *N. tabacum* K326, and *N. tabacum* BX, respectively

SSR polymorphism was then determined by in silico characterization of SSR length variation across the seven *Nicotiana* genomes (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1**)**. SSR length was classified into two categories in accordance with previous designations \[[@CR32]\]. The class II type (length \< 20 bp) is more abundant than the class I type (length \> = 20 bp) in *Nicotiana*. Class II type SSRs account for approximately 70, 68 and 72% of all SSRs in *N. ben*, *N. tom*, *N. oto*, respectively, while there is a higher but very similar percent of \~ 75% in *N. syl* and the three *N. tab* varieties TN90, K326, BX. The similarity of SSR length in the three *N. tab* varieties is consistent with the overall similarity of these genomes \[[@CR20]\]. The longer class I SSRs have a greater chance of hyper-polymorphism \[[@CR32]\]; therefore, length is an important factor for marker development. The frequency of class I SSRs in *Nicotiana* genomes ranges from 23 to 32%. *N. tom* has a higher percentage (\~ 32%) of class I SSRs than does *N. syl* and *N. tab*. There is a similar frequency (\~ 25%) of class I SSRs in *N. syl* and *N. tab*. The overall trend of SSR length distribution is that the frequency of occurrence decreases as the SSR length increases (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1). The rank of SSR abundance in both classes is different between investigated *Nicotiana* varieties and species. *N. ben* and *N. tom* share a very similar abundance order of SSR length when SSR length is \< 40 bp, and have species-specific order for SSRs \> 40 bp.

To investigate the SSR locations in genomic sequences, we extracted the top five longest assemblies (\~ 800 kb) from seven genomic assemblies and compared the location of SSRs in these scaffolds. The results showed that the location of SSRs did not follow any obvious pattern in linear genomic sequences (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We further compared the SSR distribution between gene coding sequences (CDS) and all genomic sequences. The results showed that most (99.1%) of the SSR are in non-genic regions, and the longer repeated units of 7--10 bp are represented only in non-genic sequences. The most abundant motif is AT/AT and TA/TA in non-genic sequence while it is TC/GA in CDS (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 2The locations of SSR in *Nicotiana* genome sequences. Plots show SSR locations in five large scaffolds of *Nicotian*a genome sequence. The top five largest sequences were extracted from seven *Nicotiana* genome assemblies, and SSR positions were mined using software GMATA®. The gi number shows the genome sequence ID at GenBankTable 2Comparison of SSR distributions between non-genic sequences and gene coding sequencesNon-genic sequenceCoding sequenceSequence (bp) in *N. tabacum* K3263,598,940,91997,717,452Length of repeat unit (bp)1--101--6Most abundant motif AT/TA, TA/AT37.0%3.3% TC/GA, GA/TC14.90%34.0%Total SSRs524,643 (99.1%)4660 (0.9%)

SSR motifs in *Nicotiana* {#Sec4}
-------------------------

A detailed characterization of motifs in *Nicotiana* SSRs was carried out using the GMATA software \[[@CR7]\]. We grouped the unit motifs into pairs if sequences of two motifs were found to be complementary, because of the unknown orientation of DNA strands, which may lead to different encoded frames, in the current draft genome assemblies. There are 817, 631, 639, 768, 879, 844, and 847 types of grouped motif pairs identified in *N. ben*, *N. syl*, *N. tom*, *N. oto*, and *N. tab* TN90, K326, BX, respectively. Generally, the abundance of grouped motif pairs in *Nicotiana* increased with the size of the genome sequence. *N. tab* has the highest number of grouped motif pairs, but this number differs somewhat between *N. tab* varieties. The motif pairs ranking at the 20 highest frequencies in each of the seven *Nicotiana* genomes are shown in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1. Motif pairs AT/AT are predominant, accounting for 44--50% of total SSRs in the seven examined *Nicotiana* genomes. Grouped motif pairs GC/GC and CG/CG are the rarest di-nucleotide motifs, at frequencies of \~ 0.1--0.17%, ranking after twenty tri-nucleotide motif pairs. The distribution of tri-nucleotide motif pairs displayed major genetic variation among these *Nicotiana* genomes. Motif pairs CAA/TTG and GTT/AAC are the most abundant tri-nucleotides, with a total frequency of \~ 5% in six of the genomes, but *N. tom* has more motif pair ATT/AAT than motif pair CAA/TTG and GTT/AAC. AAAT/ATTT is the most abundant tetra-nucleotide motif pair in six of the genomes, but is the second most abundant in *N. ben,* after the ATAC/GTAT motif pair. The remaining motif pairs with repeat lengths \> 4 bp are the rarest motifs (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1).

Genome-wide SSR marker development in multiple *Nicotiana* genomes {#Sec5}
------------------------------------------------------------------

To develop a comprehensive set of SSR markers at a genomic sequence scale in multiple *Nicotiana* genomes, the sequences flanking SSR loci in the seven *Nicotiana* genomic sequences were used to design PCR primers with the GMATA software \[[@CR7]\]. In total, 1,943,197 loci (78.3% of the total analyzed) yielded high quality primer pairs. Of the seven *Nicotiana* genomes, most genomic sequences are highly similar \[[@CR18], [@CR20]\]; therefore, it is likely that designed primers for one genome will commonly work in another. In our approach, the same primer pairs designed from more than one genome dataset were condensed to a single unique primer pair. Further clustering was conducted to keep unique primer pairs based on identity of the primer's sequence. Each unique SSR primer pair was then considered as a potential marker and assigned a unique marker ID. In total, 1,224,048 unique SSR markers were designed. We call these NIX (*[Ni]{.ul}cotiana* multiple ([X]{.ul}) genome) markers. The information on all designed NIX markers is provided in "sts" format, according to the NCBI's rule for marker information, and is freely available to the public in our online database TMPD as described later.

To investigate the novelty of the NIX markers, a comparison was conducted between NIX markers and previously published markers in *Nicotiana*. After removing redundancy of published markers based on primer sequence similarity, 5397 unique SSR markers from Bindler et al. \[[@CR27], [@CR33]\] and 387 unique markers from Wu et al. \[[@CR28], [@CR34]\] were classified as reported markers. Of these, 2143 (37.0%) of the reported markers exhibited only one primer that overlapped with those in NIX markers. A total of 264 of the NIX markers yielded overlapping primers for both members of a pair, and are thus identified as duplications of published marker pairs, indicating that 99.98% of NIX makers are novel (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1). However, a few novel NIX markers do amplify the same SSR loci published in earlier studies \[[@CR27], [@CR28], [@CR33], [@CR34]\].

In silico analysis of NIX marker polymorphism across genomes {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------------------------

For marker utilization, it is vital to know the amplification efficiency, allele size, and level of polymorphism (i.e., number of alleles). Thus, an in silico simulated PCR was carried out to investigate polymorphism across the seven *Nicotiana* genomic sequences. Two copies of genes in tetraploid *Nicotiana* will produce two alleles of PCR product if repeat numbers are different. We found that all the designed NIX markers would produce at least one amplicon in at least one investigated genome. In the diploids, \~ 30% of designed NIX markers would amplify DNA in *N. syl* while a lower percentage (\~ 25%) would provide an amplification product in both *N. tom* and *N. oto*. For tetraploids, \~ 53% of NIX markers are amplifiable in each of the three *N. tab* varieties, while only \~ 23% would amplify an SSR product in *N. ben*. Because the information regarding common and species-specific NIX markers will be extremely useful for marker selection during application, we checked this for all NIX markers. A total of 9948 NIX markers (\~ 0.8%) will be amplifiable in all seven investigated *Nicotiana* species or varieties, so we infer these markers are very likely to be amplifiable in any other *Nicotiana* species. There are also many species-specific NIX markers (e.g., 128,639 such markers in *N. tab*). *N. ben* has more species-specific NIX markers than any other, which may be explained by the fact that *N. ben* is the most distantly related of the *Nicotiana* species analyzed \[[@CR19]\]. The fewest NIX markers were found in *N. syl* (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Of the NIX markers in the three *N. tab* varieties, 566,858 (78.6%) are in common, while only a few markers (2.3--3.5%) are variety-specific (Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Despite the low divergence between the *N. tab* varieties, only \~ 3.6% (28,416) of the NIX markers were shared with both progenitors *N. syl* and *N. tom*. Besides the common NIX markers, *N. tab* appears to have inherited a different number of NIX markers from its two putative progenitors, 34.8% from *N. syl* and 25.6% from *N. tom* (Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3Venn diagram showing the number of common and specific NIX markers in *Nicotiana* species and varieties (**a**), varieties of *N. tab* (**b**), *N. tab* K326 and putative progenitors (**c**). *N. ben, N. syl, N. tom, N. oto, N. tab* TN90, K326 and BX represent *N. benthamiana*, *N. sylvestris*, *N. tomentosiformis*, *N. otophora*, *N. tabacum* TN90, *N. tabacum* K326, and *N. tabacum* BX, respectively

A total of 744,993 (61%), 211,845 (17%) and 106,472 (8.7%) of the designed NIX markers are predicted to produce a respective one, two or three PCR fragments from the combined sequences of these seven genomes. Some NIX markers will amplify only from one or a few *Nicotiana* genomes. Of the amplifiable NIX markers in a given genome, on average, \~ 81% of the NIX markers are predicted to produce one fragment while \~ 8% will produce two fragments. Species *N. ben* has the lowest percent (\~ 6%) of NIX markers producing two fragments while *N. oto* has the highest percent (\~ 11%). In the seven *Nicotiana* genomes combined, \~ 3.8% of NIX markers yield many predicted fragments (\> = 11), suggesting that they may be amplified from repeated DNA sequences.

For all 1,224,048 NIX markers, the predicted amplicons were scored for predicted length polymorphisms across the seven genomic sequences (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). A total of 430,848 markers (35.2%) showed polymorphism between at least two of the investigated *Nicotiana* genomes. The polymorphism information is available in the TMPD database.Table 3A portion of the table showing amplification information for NIX markers in the seven *Nicotiana* genomesMarker_ID*N. benN. sylN. tomN. otoN. tab* TN90*N. Tab* K326*N. Tab* BXPolymorphicAllele \#\>NIX189NA347NANA347347347No1\>NIX190697232NANA234234234Yes3\>NIX191NANANANA179179179No1\>NIX192NA285NANA287287287Yes2\>NIX193155157155157155 + 157155 + 157155 + 157Yes2\>NIX194NA816NANANA233NAYes2\>NIX195NANANANA202215201Yes3\>NIX196NA208NANA207207207Yes2\>NIX197NA286NANA286286 + 287286Yes2\>NIX198NA128 + 278 + 308 + 338NANA128128128No1\>NIX199NA278 + 308 + 338NANA278 + 308278 + 308278 + 308Yes3Each marker has a unique ID, starting with the prefix \>NIX. Data indicates the amplicon's length (bp) in the format of in silico predicted size of the PCR fragment(s) in each *Nicotiana* germplasm. NA indicates that the amplicon should not be found in this genome. *N. ben*, *N. syl, N. tom, N. oto, N. tab* TN90*, N. Tab* K326*, and N. Tab* BX*,* represent *N. benthamiana, N. sylvestris, N. tomentosiformis*, *N. otophora*, and *N. tabacum* TN90, K326, and BX, respectively

Experimental validation of SSR markers {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------

In total, 120 NIX markers were randomly selected from the predicted commonly amplifiable markers for experimental validation by PCR amplification on a testing panel of five *Nicotiana* accessions, including four *Nicotiana* species of *N. syl, N. tom. N. Tab* K326 and *N. ben* with known genomic sequence and additional species *N. glutinosa* or accession *N. Tab* HD with unknown genomic sequence (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S2). Of the tested NIX markers, 100% produced amplicons from at least four of the entire panel (Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S2). For each of the *Nicotiana* accession, more than 99% of the markers produced amplicons in the expected size range. High amplification rates of these markers in the species *N. glutinosa* or accession *N. Tab* HD may indicate a high level of usefulness in other *Nicotiana* species or accessions. For most of the tested NIX markers, it is difficult to score the polymorphism among accessions in an agarose gel; however, most of the predicted polymorphisms were easily identified by fluorescent genotyping using the ABI3730X DNA fragment analyzer (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We further tested the polymorphism of 24 markers with an ABI3730X, and found a high resolution of polymorphic bands (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The validation results and gel images are available in our online database, TMPD, described later. The validation results demonstrated that *Nicotiana* NIX markers will be valuable tools that are applicable for multiple *Nicotiana* species or varieties.Fig. 4Experimental validations of NIX markers by amplification and allele scoring. Image shows the PCR fragments resolved by agarose gel (**a**) or DNA fragment analyzer ABI3730X (**b**). *N. syl, N. tom, N. Tab HD, N. Tab K326,* and *N. ben* represent *N. sylvestris, N. tomentosiformis*, *N. tabacum* HD, *N. tabacum* K326 (K), and *N. benthamiana* (B)*,* respectively. The numbers in the image represent validated IDs for markers

Online database of tobacco SSR markers {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------

To facilitate the application of NIX markers, we constructed a freely available online database called the Tobacco Markers & Primers Database (TMPD) (<http://biodb.sdau.edu.cn/tmpd/index.html>, Fig. [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). All NIX marker information, including primer sequences, fragment sizes, polymorphism levels and genomic location, can be downloaded. Searches can be done by NIX ID number, by primer sequence or by DNA sequence using our online Blast function (Fig. [5b and c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). If the user has a DNA sequence, the Blast function in TMPD can find the nearest NIX markers to the sequence, and a further click will show the NIX marker information. A function for archiving and searching validated results was built into TMPD. TMPD hosts our existing marker validation results including gel images, and fragment information (Fig. [5d](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, TMPD can accept new validation results from any users.Fig. 5The online tobacco markers and primers database TMPD. The TMPD database is freely available online at <http://biodb.sdau.edu.cn/tmpd/index.html>. Images **a, b, c**, and **d** show the TMPD interface, search function, Blast function and validation search function

Discussion {#Sec9}
==========

SSRs have been comprehensively characterized for some plant species after their genome sequences were published, including in *Brachypodium* \[[@CR10]\], foxtail millet \[[@CR12], [@CR35], [@CR36]\], *Brassica* \[[@CR13]\], and cassava \[[@CR37]\]. Currently, SSR DNA entries from 110 plant species with sequenced genomes are available in a plant microsatellite DNAs database (PMDBase) \[[@CR38]\]. However, the genome-scale distribution of SSRs in the *Nicotiana* genus has been lacking due to the absence of a whole genome sequence. Recently, the availability of seven extensive genome sequence analyses from the *Nicotiana* genus have made deep investigation of SSRs possible \[[@CR17]\]. The genomes, providing \~ 20 Gb of sequence data, include information from diploids and tetraploids that are closely related to commercial tetraploid tobacco, *N. tab*. This is the first report of the comprehensive identification, distribution analysis and comparison of SSRs in seven deeply sequenced genomes from the genus *Nicotiana*. To efficiently discover SSRs in large scale genome sequence data sets, the recently published software package GMATA® \[[@CR7]\] was used. We discovered that mono-, di- and tri-nucleotide types of all the repeat units with lengths ranging from 1 bp to 10 bp are the most abundant. This observation in *Nicotiana* is consistent with the typical features of SSR distribution in dicots revealed by a comparison of 29 plant species \[[@CR6]\] and in *Brassica* \[[@CR5]\]. Grouped motifs TA/TA and AT/AT are predominant (44--50%), while GC/GC and CG/CG are the rarest di-nucleotides in all investigated *Nicotiana* genomes. In *Nicotiana*, most (\> 68%) of the SSRs are short (\< 20 bp), which is routinely correlated with a relatively low level of polymorphism for these markers. Our comparison of distribution revealed that SSRs in *Nicotiana* are mainly located in the regions between genes. This observation may partly explain the low rate (\~ 4%) of polymorphism identified during *Nicotiana* SSR marker screening in an earlier study \[[@CR39]\] that used genic sequences as the starting point for SSR discovery.

Previously, studies on *Nicotiana* SSRs were focused on a specific genome or variety. In this study, we compared SSRs between tetraploid *N. tab* and its ancestral diploids, between varieties of tetraploid *N. tab*, and between different tetraploid species. Comprehensive comparison revealed genome-specific SSRs in each of the seven *Nicotiana* genomes. Some of the absences of SSRs in certain accessions may result from incompleteness in the genome sequences. However, most genomic sequences that are missing in these seven assemblies are repetitive sequences that are generally deficient in SSRs \[[@CR30]\]. Therefore, the SSRs represented here should reflect the general distribution of SSRs. Species *N. Tab* BX and *N. ben*, for instance, have incomplete genome sequences, believed to represent 74 and 73% of full genome sequence, respectively \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\]. However, *N. Tab* BX did not show a biased distribution of amplicons by in silico analysis compared with the other genomes. *N. ben* has the fewest NIX markers that are predicted in silico to produce two fragments, which may be caused by both the less complete sequences and perhaps by the fewer chromosomes (38) in this species, compared to the 48 chromosomes in other tetraploids. Perhaps the chromosome number reduction was associated with some DNA loss during tetraploid evolution.

Diploid *N. oto* has more grouped motifs than diploid *N. syl*, which indicates that the two genomes became very different after their lineages diverged from the same ancestor. This conclusion is also supported by genome sequence comparison of these two species \[[@CR20]\]. In tetraploids, the three varieties of *N. tab* have very similar numbers of grouped motifs, indicating their limited degree of divergence. This high homology, also seen in earlier studies \[[@CR20]\], is likely to reflect both recent common ancestry and human selection for desirable traits linked to some of these NIX markers. Regarding the types of SSRs, all investigated *Nicotiana* genomes have similar di-nucleotide type abundances. However, mono-nucleotide, tri-nucleotide and other higher-order repeats were found to vary a great deal among *Nicotiana* genomes. These long SSRs are the major differences in SSRs between these *Nicotiana* genomes. In bacteria, previous studies have shown that many SSRs in intergenic or upstream regions can have regulating functions \[[@CR6]\], and this function may sometimes be true in large-genome eukaryotes. It will be interesting to investigate whether any of these differences will lead to phenotypic variation, particularly for SSRs within transcribed regions of genes or in regulatory domains of the adjacent chromatin. Regarding SSR length, *N. ben* and *N. tom* shared a very similar abundance order. The similar distribution of short SSR repeats in *N. syl* and *N. tab* may be partially explained by the fact that *N. tab* has retained more genomic sequence from *N. syl* than from *N. tom* \[[@CR20], [@CR22], [@CR23]\]. We found that longer SSRs (\> 40 bp) are usually genome-specific in *Nicotiana*. In conclusion, all genomes shared most of their SSR motifs while each genome has its own specific motifs, especially for larger repeat lengths and distribution frequencies.

SSR evolution can be revealed by comparison of the SSR and its flanking sequence. The NIX markers were designed from the sequences flanking SSRs, so the amplicons' lengths in different *Nicotiana* genomes will provide insights into SSR evolution. SSRs in allopolyploids of *N. tab* showed considerable departure from the predicted additivity of their ancestral progenitors, *N. syl* and *N. tom*, which was demonstrated by the distribution of shared and specific NIX markers (Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). There is an increased number of amplifiable NIX markers (142,612) in *N. tab* compared to the sum of *N. syl*-specific NIX marker (60,412) and *N. tom*-specific NIX markers (79,771). This difference may partially be caused by both the incomplete genome sequences and real biological differences. An increase in amplifiable NIX markers (net increase of 2429 or 1.7%) means increased SSRs in polyploids relative to their diploid progenitors. In contrast, SSR frequencies in *Brassica* species were observed to decrease after polyploidization \[[@CR5]\]. The genome size in *N. tab* is less than the sum of their ancestral progenitors, *N. syl* and *N. tom* (Leitch et al. 2008). It has been previously noted that the genome reduction from the *N. tom* ancestor was greater than that from the maternal *N. syl* genome in natural *N. tab* \[[@CR20], [@CR22], [@CR23]\]. This suggests that the extra SSRs in *N. tab* may be from the amplification of DNA from the *N. syl*-like ancestor and loss of DNA from *N. tom* ancestor, which is also supported by the genomic sequence comparison between species \[[@CR20]\]. In addition, the variety-specific and species-specific NIX markers in the polyploids indicate either SSR formation or loss after the polyploidization or speciation events. Alternatively, this may reflect differential transmission of SSR polymorphisms from the ancestors.

SSR markers have been used in several genetic maps of *Nicotiana* species. For tetraploid *N. tab*, the genetic map contains around 2000 SSR markers \[[@CR27], [@CR33]\]. In the diploid *N. acuminata* and *N. tom* genetic maps, a mixture of 489 and 308 SSR plus COSII markers were also reported, respectively \[[@CR28]\]. The total number of NIX markers designed here were more than one million, 99.98% of which do not overlap with previous markers in *Nicotiana*. Thus, the NIX markers reported here have increased, about 240-fold, the SSR marker resource for the *Nicotiana* community. We identified 9948 SSR markers that were informative on all seven *Nicotiana* investigated. These transferable SSRs will facilitate future characterization of genomic diversity, relatedness and evolution across the entire *Nicotiana* genus.

The great value of SSR markers is their co-dominance and allelic multiplicity. The information for predicted allele number and size were determined and provided for each NIX marker in each of the seven genomes, so this will be an immediately useful resource for marker-assisted selection and genetic studies. This is the first report of comparative marker amplification information across multiple genomes of the same genus, and our TMPD database makes it easy to search for and compare the information for each marker, which will facilitate the efficiency of NIX markers use to follow linked agronomic or other genetic traits in future studies. In total, \~ 94% of NIX markers amplify 1--2 alleles per genome. The remaining NIX markers may be less useful for application due to multiple copies in a single genome, which is a possible outcome of their presence in repeated sequences such as transposable elements. In the past decade, molecular breeding using DNA markers has become the norm with many crop species \[[@CR40]--[@CR42]\]. The informative NIX markers developed here can be effectively used in genotyping of populations, QTL identification of interesting traits, germplasm diversity analysis, and marker-assisted selection in *Nicotiana*.

A highly efficient experimental protocol for the use of SSR markers was developed here, as well. Because all NIX markers were designed for uniform PCR conditions, the PCR reaction can be conducted at the single annealing temperature of 60 °C. For the standard PCR setting, the user will just add DNA, primers, and water to our standard master mix. This will facilitate rapid PCR application. Our PCR-based experimental validation of 120 NIX markers across five species or varieties demonstrated that the method worked in 100% of the cases investigated. Thus, the PCR product scoring method for NIX is of high efficiency, high resolution and high throughput with little background noise. Unlike the broad/fuzzy peaks seen with much PCR/SSR analysis, the sharp peaks in our method may result from the fully functional Taq polymerase employed, which retains the 3′-5′ exonuclease activity. In addition, our PCR settings for NIX marker have a high stringency that leads to the exclusive production of specific PCR fragments.

Conclusions {#Sec10}
===========

We characterized SSR in seven genomes of *Nicotiana* genus, developed NIX markers for these genomes, and constructed an online database for using the information. The NIX markers greatly expand *Nicotiana* marker resources, thus providing an immediately useful tool for research and breeding. We demonstrated a novel protocol for SSR marker development and SSR utilization at the whole genome scale that can be applied to any lineage of organisms. We also developed the TMPD database to facilitate NIX marker utility.

Methods {#Sec11}
=======

*Nicotiana* genomic sequence resources {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------

The genomic sequences of seven *Nicotiana* used here are from publicly available databases. The draft assembly (version 0.44) of the genome sequence for *N. ben* was retrieved from the web site of Solgenomics. The genome sequences of *N. syl* (assembly ID: GCA_000393655.1, NCBI Accession No. ASAF00000000), *N. tom* (assembly ID: GCA_000390325.1, Accession No. ASAG00000000), *N. oto* (Accession No. AWOL000000000.1), *N. tab* TN90 (Accession No. AYMY00000000.1), *N. Tab* K326 (Accession No. AWOJ00000000.1) and *N. tab* Basma Xanthi (Accession No. AWOK00000000.1) were retrieved from Genbank at NCBI using the web links as described previously \[[@CR17]\].

SSR discovery and analysis {#Sec13}
--------------------------

Perfect SSRs, consisting of perfect repetitions of the same kind of nucleotide unit, were mined from whole genomic sequences of *Nicotiana* species by using our published software package, GMATA \[[@CR7]\] (<http://sourceforge.net/projects/gmata/>). The parameters of SSR unit length were set to at least 12 bp for mono-nucleotide repeats, and at least five tandem copies for 2 bp to 10 bp nucleotide motifs. The five tandem copies criterion was used from our previous experiments \[[@CR43]\] and other recent publications \[[@CR44], [@CR45]\].

Primer and marker design {#Sec14}
------------------------

Primers were designed in the sequence regions flanking each SSR locus by using the GMATA software package \[[@CR7]\]. These settings were: product size ranging from 120 to 400 bp, targeted Tm of 60 °C (57--62 °C), primer target length of 20 nt (18--25 nt), minimum GC of 40%, maximum GC of 65% and optimized GC at 50%, allowed maximum poly-X 4, maximum self-complementarity 6, maximum 3′ self-complementarity 2, and maximum Ns 1. The size range of PCR products was chosen to permit easy fragment scoring in gels and DNA fragment size analyzers such as the ABI3730X.

SSR markers were then computed from the potential primer pairs. All designed primers were investigated for sequence identity. If sequences of both forward and reverse primer were 100% identical to those of other primer pairs, the primer pair was considered as a redundant primer pair. Only unique primer pairs were kept. An SSR marker was then recorded after assigning a unique sequential marker ID with the NIX prefix for each unique primer pair.

In silico marker mapping to genomes {#Sec15}
-----------------------------------

To map the designed marker to genomic sequences, the GMATA software package \[[@CR7]\] was used to perform an in silico amplification by calling the e-PCR algorithm \[[@CR46]\]. The e-PCR result was used to process the marker mapping information. The settings for e-PCR were margin 3000, no gap in primer sequence, no mismatch in primer sequence, allowed size range of 100--1000, word size (−w) 12 and contiguous word (−f) 1. The mapping information in the results includes mapped or unmapped markers, the alleles of each marker, and marker anchoring information in each sequence of a genome. All designed markers were used to map to sequences of each *Nicotiana* genome, in silico*,* separately.

Experimental PCR validation of SSR markers {#Sec16}
------------------------------------------

To test whether the newly-designed SSR markers were amplifiable, experimental PCR was conducted in several *Nicotiana* species and varieties. Genomic DNA was extracted from leaves of *N. ben*, *N. syl*, *N. tom*, *N. tab* variety K326, and *N. tab* variety HD or *N. glutinosa* by using the DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Cat. No. 69104). DNA was diluted to 30--50 ng/μl in water before use. 120 markers were randomly chosen from the predicted commonly amplifiable makers across seven *Nicotiana* genomes for validation by using PCR amplification (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S2). For 96 markers scored in agarose gel only, PCR was performed in 20 μl reaction volumes containing 30--50 ng (1 μl) DNA, 0.53 μM tailed forward primer, 0.53 μM reverse primer, and 10 μl Phusion Hot Start Flex 2X Master Mix (NEB, Cat. No. M0536S). For 24 markers used in further fragment scoring, a tailed forward primer was synthesized with tail sequence CGTTGTAAAACGACGGCCAGT added to the 5′ end of each marker's forward primer. PCR was performed in 20 μl volumes containing 30--50 ng (1 μl) DNA, 0.13 μM tailed forward primer, 0.27 μM 5' FAM or 5' HEX florescent labeled primer CGTTGTAAAACGACGGCCAGT, 0.53 μM reverse primer, and 10 μl Phusion Hot Start Flex 2X Master Mix (NEB, Cat. No. M0536S). PCR amplification and amplicon scoring were conducted according to our previous description for UGSW markers \[[@CR43]\]. 15 μl of remaining amplification product were resolved in a 2.5% agarose gel. The PCR product from 24 markers with tail were further scored in ABI3730X sequence for high resolution fragment screening.

Comparison between reported markers and NIX markers {#Sec17}
---------------------------------------------------

All publicly available *Nicotiana* markers were downloaded from the websites. These data included all amplifiable *N. tab* SSR markers reported previously \[[@CR27], [@CR33]\], and a mixture of 489 and 308 SSR and COSII markers from *N. acuminata* and *N. tom* genetic maps, respectively \[[@CR28]\]. Redundant markers were sought and removed based on sequence identity of both primers for all markers after merging into one data set. From this analysis, we obtained 5397 SSR markers and 387 SSR or COSII markers from previous studies. A BLASTN search against reported non-redundant marker sequences was conducted to investigate the novelty of NIX markers with BLASTN algorithm in BLAST+ software and the settings are at -m8 --b5 -v5 --e 1e-5 and at least 95% identity \[[@CR47]\]. NIX markers were identified as redundant markers if one or more primer sequence matched with those of reported markers.
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